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The Cinema Pavillion at Expo ’42 in Rome and the Italian 
Experimental Cinema. Preliminary Notes
Andrea Mariani, University of Udine
This paper collects some preliminary notes for a research on experimental 
film practice and film exhibition in Fascist Italy. In the following pages we will present the 
three conceptual frameworks according to which we intend to question this main topic. 
The fragmentary and schematic character of this note, as well as the absence of a decisive 
and ultimate argument it has to be understood in the light of the preparatory and practical 
reason of this piece. 
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Framework one: Cineguf and the experimental cinema
What I call Italian experimental cinema, is a filmic practice experienced within a network of 
film clubs institutionalised by the fascist regime and called Cineguf. The Cinegufs were sub-
sections of the many University Fascist Groups (GUF) hosted in all the Italian universities 
that often developed in separated locations in small towns as well: The documents collected 
during the research bear testimony of more than eighty Cineguf groups active in Italy 
from December 1934 to July 1943 – according the ones that provided traces of regular 
activities. In these groups teenagers, university students, and young workers participated 
to screening programs and to the film making practice.1
The film clubs were economically sustained and technically equipped by the Fascist National 
Party, who were aiming at creating a new generation of filmmakers devoted to the renovation 
of Italian cinema “in a fascist way:” a committed and top-down drive film avant-garde. This film 
movement was one of the first and most important interventions of the Direzione Generale della 
Cinematografia, “The General Direction of Cinema”, founded in 1934 as part of the reformed 
Ministero della Stampa e Propaganda (“Ministry of Press and Propaganda”). In December 1934, 
the General Direction of Cinema ordered that all the cine-clubs, film associations and independent 
film organisations be centralized within the Fascist University Groups.2 Furthermore thanks to 
an agreement with the Istituto LUCE – the fascist propaganda film institute – and Agfa film 
company, the General Direction of Cinema provided 16mm Movex cameras, technical equipment 
and film stocks to the Cinegufs that would made request, and they distributed financial prizes too, 
according to a National ranking of the Cinegufs based on their participation at national fascist 
contests (Littoriali del cinema), and their efficiency in film production and film culture activities. 
The Cineguf movement called its own cinema Cinema sperimentale – literally “experimental 
cinema.” They strongly rejected the label of “dilettanti” (beginners) while rejecting unpreparedness 
and approximation. By rejecting to be seen as “amateurish,” they rather saw their practice as an 
actual “experimental cinema,” as the Cineguf filmmaker Domenico Paolella, from Cineguf of 
Naples, defined it into the book Cinema Sperimentale in 1937:3 the first history as well as the 
manifesto of this “movement”. He wrote: “the word ‘sperimentale’ [experimental] has lost its 
ancient value’ – he was referring basically to the notion of ‘experimental’ meant as formalists 
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experiments of Cinéma pure – ‘now it finally returns to suite a more extensive category, in which 
the main attempt consists in the construction of the film in its totality.”4 So “experimental” was 
the experience of the filmmaking in its totality: in other words, the filmmaking itself was the 
“experimental experience” for the Cineguf filmmakers. Thus the identity of this peculiar kind 
of cinema deserves to be investigated primarily on the side of the practice, rather than on the 
aesthetical and formal ones. 
Note di cinema, “Notes about cinema,” was a technical manual of great importance among the 
Cineguf filmmakers. It was published by the Cineguf of Milan at the end of 1942, and it was 
written by three Cineguf filmmakers. Note di cinema (which together with Domenico Paolella’s 
book is an important “inbreeded” theoretical reference about film practice and culture for the 
Cineguf filmmakers), reveals a theoretical density which goes far beyond the book by Domenico 
Paolella. In the chapter titled “The Cinematographic Essence of Film,” the authors introduced 
the reader to the filmmaking process, namely to subject, screenplay, sound and montage, and 
it finally recaps the potential of the cinematographic medium as the capability to foreordain 
and organize the pictures of memory. The cinema “serves as a background for our thoughts,” it 
conveys a “reminiscence” function and an “organisational” tool for the memory, according to 
the same “instinctive and natural” means dreams recur to in order to reconstruct reality.5 The 
authors explicitly recall Sigmund Freud,6 and in this chapter they provide an orientation to the 
filmmaker to be aware of its role as organizer and its agency as synthesis and coordination of the 
whole cinematographic apparatus. 
This manual reveals an experience of complex nature, a moment of innovation, “experimentation”, 
training, and narrates a crucial moment of awareness at the triangulation of language (the 
photographic and cinematic ones), senses, and the technological media.
Framework two: cinema at Expo ’42
My intent is to broaden the notion of experimental by framing the cinema pavilion at Expo 
’42 in Rome as an epitome of the metabolising process of the traces of modernity through 
cinema. The Cinema Exhibition at Expo ’42 it’s an important moment of convergence 
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between different tensions that encapsulated traces of modernity and it could have been 
the place of the first global involvement of the Cineguf movement at the service of the 
fascist party, in an international arena: as to say, this event could represent a crossing point 
of identity proof, historical awareness, and commitment confirmation for them. Thus I 
will treat this exhibition as epitomical for this film practice too. In order to get deeper into 
these aspects, I will focus on some features of this important event: the systemic function of 
the substandard film formats and documentary cinema, the practice of exhibiting cinema 
and the role of film history. The exhibition should have taken place in the city of Rome, and 
it was authorized by the General Direction of Cinema, in the person of its director Luigi 
Freddi, the 12 May 1938. 
The fascist establishment and the Italian film culture intelligentsia fully sustained the 
operation. The direction committee was variously modified during the period from 1939 
and late 1940, and included the film director Mario Camerini, Luigi Freddi, director of the 
Direzione Generale della Cinematografia (he remained in the committee until 20 march 
1939: he later became Vice-president of Cinecittà and left the direction of the Direzione 
Generale), Luciano De Feo (founder and first director of Instituto Luce until 1928, 
director of the Italian film journal Cinema until 1938 and promoter of an impressing and 
never completed Encyclopaedia of Cinema, written by the major film theorists and historian 
in Italy at that time), Vittorio Mussolini (son of Benito Mussolini and director of the film 
journal Cinema, a largely influencing journal), Augusti Fantechi (who substituted the 
former director of Instituto Luce Giacomo Paolucci di Calboli barone in 1940), Cipriano 
Efisio Oppo (president of the committee and former director of the Exhibition of the 
Fascist Revolution in 1932, 1934, and 1937), Eitel Monaco (member of the committee 
from 15 June 1940, as the new director of the Direzione Generale della Cinematografia) 
Mino Doletti (film director and film critic, member of the committee from 20 April 1939, 
in charge of the film programming), Antonio Verretti (music conductor for the film 
exhibition, member of the committee from 20 march 1939).
In the cinema exhibition programmatic document, the cinematic technological essence was 
at the core of the exhibiting style of the event:
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the basic logic undergoing the exhibition will be concerned to limit to the minimum the didactic 
tendency of the exhibition, as to say that part of the exhibition presented through papers, 
billboards, graphics, photographs, texts etc. and to potentiate, up to its extreme manifestations, 
the “constructive” part of the exhibition, as to say to recreate the cinema technological 
apparatus where it don’t ‘exist not more, or in case it is still in use, to present and exhibit it 
in its original model, beside a reconstructed apparatus in function; thus to allow assisting and 
visually participating to the technological progress instead to simply imagining it.7
 
The technological and reproducing essence of the cinematic apparatus were at the core of 
its program: in terms of an exhibiting representation meant as an historical reconstruction 
of the cinema technological progress and mechanics, and in terms of the practical and 
utility functions of the reproducing mechanism of cinema in documenting reality and, in 
this case, being a visual and active presence during Expo, in recording the overall event.
Documentary and the substandard film practice naturally connected the utility functions 
of cinema regarding propaganda and its meaning as a field of technical and formal 
experimentation and the cinema programs of the Cineguf would have taken a relevant part 
in this project. Interestingly, Luigi Freddi, who had a major role in directing the exhibition 
committee in a first time, wanted to promote the substandard cinema to officially report 
the event, actually de facto marginalising the Istituto Luce’s professional apparatus.8 
Documentary and the substandard cinema were both belonging the amateur cinema field 
which was growing with great strength during the Thirties, after the standardization of the 
16mm format, and the Cineguf was institutionally representing that field. 
Secondly the exhibition officially involved documentary film practice within an 
international Olympic Games of Cinema.9 Thus both documentary and substandard 
cinema characterised that crucial value that was the utilitarian potentialities of cinema – 
and in particular the substandard cinema – for schools and universities, for industry, for 
science, for tourism propaganda, and obviously – in the case of the Cineguf movement – 
politics. 
Over a general filmography of approximately 500 titles of short films produced by the 
Cineguf network, the majority of them were documentaries. I would argue that there were 
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at least two basic reasons: the first one was certainly practical, as the documentary was the 
easiest and the most economical way to make cinema for the young Cineguf filmmakers, 
and the best field where put into practice and experiment their technical expertise, towards 
professionalization; the second reason was political: documentary became the most 
important factor of political legitimation for this movement as the utilitarian function of this 
cinema was fitting perfectly a rhetoric of “utility” that characterized the discourses about 
the film-making practice of the Cinegufs, as to say a film practice at the service of the fascist 
regime and its reality and an expertise put into action according to the spiritual value of a 
political commitment. Thus documentary provided the Cineguf’s filmmaker with the basic 
training program for making cinema, and their documentary expertise could guarantee the 
major opportunity they ever had to put their technical force into practice at Expo ’42. 
The Cineguf movement would have participated to the Cinema pavilion project, reporting 
the whole event and animating the Olympic Games of Cinema during the exhibition. 
Framework three: cinema history and the fate of an avant-garde
Together with the Olympic games of Cinema contests and the Cineguf practical intervention 
at the Expo, a major event confirmed the strong interaction between on the one hand Expo 
and different cultural and professional contexts and on the other hand, the role of a sort of 
historiographical awareness in the Cinema pavilion and the Cineguf’s charge of innovation 
by experimenting cinema. It was a cinema history exhibition. The cinema history topic is 
coherently and strongly justified, at least for one reason: the cinema history exhibition at 
Expo was mainly oriented to re-frame cinema history. A renovated sense and “direction” of 
the worldwide cinema history (and the Italian role within it) was reflecting the research for a 
renovation of the Italian cinema: the largest part of the film critic and cinephile community, 
including the Cineguf network, was against the mainstream pale Italian cinema, accused to 
be false and far from the actual spirit and reality of the fascist Italy. 
Francesco Pitassio and Simone Venturini describe what takes shape during this time 
as a general integrated institutional project in Italy. It includes: the creation of a new 
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national cinema school, the Experimental Center for Cinema (Centro Sperimentale 
di Cinematografia), in 1935; the establishment of the Cinegufs in the same year; the 
establishment, in 1937, of a cinema journal, Bianco e Nero, and the revision of the history 
of cinema with the publication, in 1939 during the period of the organisation of this event, 
of a new “definitive” volume written by Francesco Pasinetti – the inspirational leader of the 
Cinegufs and the first head of the Cineguf of Venice; finally, the cinema pavilion at Expo 
’42 would have represent the acme of this process.10
The Cinema exhibition would have been the symbol of those tensions towards renovation 
and change that was the discourse on cinema in Italy during the interwar period. 
The Cinema Pavillion was actually structured into three basic segments, thematically 
intertwined: Pre-History (before 1895), History (until 1941), and Present days (or Cronaca, 
meant as “News”). The overall pavilion was made by thirty-nine rooms:11 from one to 
seven belonging to “Pre-history”; from eight to thirty-four belonging to “History”; from 
thirty-five to thirty-nine belonging to “Cronaca.” The organisational criteria were mixed: 
the chronological order of the room sequence was intertwined with thematic focuses. For 
instance, from room eight to twenty-one the organisational criteria was geographical – with 
great importance given to Italy, United States and France representing the age of 1910s; 
room thirteen and room fourteen were occupied by the technological reconstruction of 
the “living experience” of a theatre in 1902 and in 1914, thus a purely technological focus; 
room fifteen was dedicated to documentary cinema on the First World War; by going 
forward the set design or costume design “conquests” were celebrated by two rooms 
entirely dedicated, temporally located at the end of tens; by moving on we would have 
encountered rooms on the French avant-garde, the introduction of sound, the sub-standard 
cinema, dubbing and so on…
Thus the intent is clear since the beginning: “we have to take into account, since these very 
first moments, that the Cinema exhibition will be the first in the world with such  a wide 
historiographical and representational criteria […] with a spectacular feature of  a never 
ending attraction”:12 thus the historiographical order of the reconstruction was sewed up 
by the capability to give form and sense to the mechanical and technological essence of 
the cinematic apparatus, literally animating its “attractional” power (they explicitly recur 
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to the term “attraction”); finally, the undergoing mission was to “necessarily claim the 
many Italian invention and discoveries that contributed to the international progress of 
worldwide cinema, that have been much often attributed to foreign inventors.”13
Malte Hagener, discussing the exhibition practices in the avant-garde movements, 
stressed how the notion of film history which the cine-club movements contributed to 
institutionalized in the 20s and 30s, “presupposed a contrasting approach and a sense of 
change because historiography is based upon the concept of transformation over time”, 
and he continues, “there was a sense of historical calling in their rhetoric of advance 
towards a brighter future.”14 
This whole exhibition entails this sense of a new beginning, a reforming process of rethink 
and reframe the history of worldwide cinema, together with a critical perception of the 
attractional encounter with the cinematic medium that the notion of “experimental” was 
meaning for the Cineguf movement and their peculiar charge of innovation.
In the arena of this cinema exhibition the breakdown of the film praxis, a literal immersion 
in its historiographical dimension and a manifestation and glorification of its non-theatrical 
potentialities seems to encapsulate the complex crucible of traces of modernity the 
experimental practice of the Cineguf was experiencing.
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